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SEE BENEATH "EXPAND +"

WAIT FOR IT TO APPEAR OR DISAPPEAR

Sweeping cursor over any news link shows the title of the article being referenced usually at the bottom of the browser when configured correctly.

PAY FOR VALUE EXCHANGED APPRECIATE FREELY

My legal case notes in side bar writing in this new writing pursuit for presenting my case development points to appear in my writing organized as comments was initially intended to address
publicly issues observed in news worthy reports which began in this series to be about the needless and endless stalking or complaining about celebrities leading to their public flogging and
arrest for the purpose of shame and arresting their health and mind in jail or through unneeded mental alteration of the mind in an agenda of a police state concept exported from California
since 1948 but interred into manifest destiny concepts of hegemony about 1962 as it became clear the religious cause of counties had manifested behavior laws of accounting.
Writing appearing in comment columns attached to specific news items may not actually appear in the profile catalog as thought and any case of a news item being removed can cause the
corresponding comment column to be unreachable through the now left behind catalog reference. Certain news domains are subscribing to popular comment management services but may not
always be responding by reporting comment and link references for comment management site cataloging. Unless noted those missing from the scene after writing, submitting the posting, and
being seen, now appearing below are all by logging into the specific publisher's domain using my Shaw Conkling Nunn profile at the YAHOO! portal. The profile catalog may not appear in every
country region as it was observed no comment facility was made available in a Canadian version of news appearing within the YAHOO! portal. I use the concept missing from the seen to
generalize the issues of how comments after entry are never really seen anyway.
All my writing organized as comments is copyright protected under U.S. laws and treaties and anyone whose express use of my content derives benefit that resolves into income as defined under
U.S. IRS rules is obligated to mitigate harm to me. My payment model for writing which I have embarked upon for income production is about paying me for any realization of improvement in
well being or quality of living life in the United States or the world while the transfer of knowledge is also a value equation of investment shared resolving into a fair assessment of how value is
derived by both parties and received. See my STORE link in the footer.
CUES ARE SEEN IN THIS WRITING SCENE MISSING FROM THE SCENE (3 items)

MISSING FROM THE SEEN (16 items)

SCIENCE CUES ARE NOT VIEWS (2 item)

MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported AFP through YAHOO! NEWS September 13, 2013 - In nature is reoccurring nature too and any method of making anew any specie is always subject to views too
while in quantum energy the casing outside of quantum mechanical casings of energy too must meet the stringent obligations to be observed in quantum phasing plurally phased into phasing too.
Cohesion is corrected to cohesive in my republishing of my writing inserted into a comment.

MY WRITING ADDED

September 13, 2013
Review of peer work is always an issue of personality and trademark traits rooted in how different cultural leanings incorporate views of the world around subject to different quantum states
which affect each individual as a factor of their world viewing capacity using a concept only to describe how each individual's world view is similar to being seated inside a different glass jar too
out through which the glass twitches and stitches quantum states outside into a cohesive view for the viewer's mind to understand about what is outside subject to factors affecting how the
glass jar is specie specific too. Michael Nunn Stone 13 September 2013 at comment five. 9:49 AM ---

THE REPUBLISHED WRITING IN COMMENTS

MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! FINANCE NEWS August 29, 2013 - When I see any measure of dollar values for wages as just one example I customarily
see in my mind the correct number every time. One missing letter "s" was added in this republishing of my last writing in comments at Yahoo! Inc. where a new publishing approach is cleaning up
the comment channels and making it unnecessary to even want to catalog all that since most of the comment "channelers" have been bred to hide behind made up life offering no clue to who
they are and how they could even determine how they might be qualified to thumb anyone up or down. In this particular writing set I noted later a thumbs down count of two which does not
help at all until one identifies who those thumbs belong to too as I noted before a good identity syndrome is usually the opposite of an identity problem and a willingness to participate in the
American civil remedy process when exceeding the proportions of propriety except for how effective online aggregators of people's lives have modeled comment "channelers" into abysmal habits
that decline their sense of wondering why it is they have to be an attitude of dismiss.
August 29, 2013
This began as an observation that the entry level salary needs to be $18.28 per hour for any American whose education met all of the obligations of a U.S. high school and not the stated $15.78
which seemed gratuitously short changed since the cost to burn rubber is not supposed to be amortized in future cost to detrimentally offset an American worker's salary needs. Michael Nunn
Stone 29 August 2013 --MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! NEWS August 23, 2013 - The panacea of life is to dramatize law enforcement guys also and often now accompanied by the
guy's doll a woman law enforcement man trained to be a man trained while in the roots of the tree of life is never psychology of how to grow a life or how to gnarl around a growth not liked in
this also fast take on real gritty Las Vega life which is obliged to be so entertaining to attract all to the entertaining and the gambling that in every facet of any field in Las Vegas is gambling in
this case future movie rights and a sad story of plight for the woman and then the savage tale of a man labeled for life from California's stable of all men not a law man who are chronically ill or
constantly thwarting religious ideas to address their own biology in life about women or just plain abusive towards women.
August 23, 2013 Law Policy Is Missing Steps That Avoids Law Enforcement Obligations

(my title added in this writing scene)

Entrapment is always a way of life for a law enforcement system in a wayward flight as the attorneys for the defendants will want to scale the cost and wonder when it could have been brought
to a halt at a saving of cost and a redirection into everyone's idea of a better idea of a cause while in any manner that guilt could be established the entire affair could be booked as a
docudrama since no one was hurt which is always the concern and now that the cat's out of the box the undercover boss of the entire operation can let everyone know just when the move rights
are going to be sold.
This began as a redirection in life is always mandatory when someone knows the direction in life that is mandatory while in the read of her is the problem of who the undercover was as a him or
her and how it would affect how well the woman now in trouble was made to be a problem that became troubled and steered. The read of him is how well law men have created a society where
men in trouble are never able to reduce anyone's doubt their entire life is about trouble casting them into a perpetual causing of everyone's causing to be concerned instead of wondering how it
might have been if so many jobs were available in the U.S. instead of shooing them to other havens instead would there be anyone really worried about sovereignty.
No affair should be left undone as the remedy for her is to restore her father or a husband which might have helped her decide how to decide when groups of people constantly kept her thinking
outside of her insides. Michael Nunn Stone 23 August 2013 7:26 PST --- at about 887 comments ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported WPVI – Philadelphia through YAHOO! NEWS August 7, 2013 - My insertion of this notice was designed in accompaniment of other ongoing matters of legal
concern pertaining to the deletion of my application for employment at Yahoo! Inc. addressing a job I knew I possessed if only a sponsored foreign employee or executive occupying that position
would be expired in their obligations to remain protected by the company itself, costing me for any foreign born substitute for any other American as well of comparable or better background
for execution of the skill set in their continued occupation and invasion of my country and birth place, the State of California, the right to work, and increasing my casualty and losses to greater
losses still, this following my early start to accept the indemnity payout instead for the right to assume and receive a full salary valued to my experience should the company in belligerent
fashion steadfastly refuse my challenge to work in my own state and in my own country under U.S. laws, my acceptance made through a Yahoo! Inc. online contact mail facility presumably
registering and then delivering the letter inserted to the CEO herself, simultaneously establishing how well a company that partly made its claim delivering email services actually reads its own
contact mail if ever, the affair of the Summly acquisition by Yahoo! Inc., a part instigator of my registration of right to remove any foreign individual in my job position or any American's job
position as an example of a recent continuation of job erosion for Americans in an insulting fashion for audacity and in the gratuitous granting of thirty million dollars to a Hollywood celebrity
backed startup from another country giving a seventeen year old non experienced average designer of a single application created in template format by Apple, Inc. and other companies for
software development ease, all American companies with the right to claim how technology created in California or Massachusetts provided exactly the same capacity to enable any twelve to
seventeen year old of America the same advantage if only their own job rights were respected over the now over rated perpetual child-star-in-development coming to America to live in
California in a Home Alone sequel. Their statement in this and then other acquisitions of any foreigners was in effect about how worthless Americans are even when they are the creators of the
technology these foreigners are making their wealth around.
August 7, 2013
This is a public broadcast to Yahoo! Inc. to read my application for employment and respond immediately to the reconciliation process in order to properly ascertain the valuation portion of the
stock portfolio now granted to all new hires after my own resume of considerable worth for an American male over fifty five and white whose life in California has been disrupted by a move to
hire foreign born executives whose decisions about any American has no legal basis was deliberately set aside using a theory that perhaps after several years more of being homeless as it was
stated in the application for employment for a position likely held by a foreign worker today the sentiment might be to hire even more foreign workers displacing more Americans while also
mocking me to my death in destitution too while also paying more than they are worth for companies like Tumblr whose total value was no more than one hundred million dollars while the
payout to these now hired acquired seems to show no ceiling to the easy money and stock. Michael Nunn Stone 11 August 2013 --RELATED TO About a problem also seen at EBay

The saga of life in California and its religiousness and job slaughter places of discoloring honor and behind the scene hands that shake
MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! NEWS August 7, 2013
August 7, 2013
This example of DNA theft in history is not theft in its altruism and auspiciousness to benefit all of man kind in the suspicious mystical cause of making life mystical in its cause except it also
carries out years of undeserved enrichment for those who took another's ingredients of uniqueness of life to their own fame but also to personal fortune too without even a blink of an eye to
credit those forced to donate DNA in cases like this then deemed important to science for key ways of unraveling as reported important advances that raveled for science importance too. It is
not always science nature for relentless pursuers in their own quest for peer stature to think about honor and then be rewarding of ideas or concepts or ingredients made available for science
that matters while for the times of sixty years ago the legacy clause is not sufficient to warrant only rights of first refusal to the family now without equitable relief in restitution of losses
ensued of about ten percent of the total outlays made including salaries paid to others as well as these non family members derived considerable value in claim and wealth presumed. I republish
my writing in comments at Shaw Conkling Nunn Stone Writing Slate. Michael Nunn Stone 7 August 2013 --- at about comment 102 --MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported ABC NEWS through YAHOO! NEWS August 5, 2013 - The causes of being remedial in legal case work deservedly pursuant in any course to pursue such as my
different cases to assail those in proper lawsuits to recover and receive restitution and equitable relief for their malicious acts to my family value system to then cause me to live even three
years later homeless and in that breadth while purchasing in the early stage of their assaults on me a laptop computer while I had money left to substitute for all those I owned already under
their control and being denied to me under my own rights to presume too my ready access to use them as well in any legal recourse needed in equal opportunity of equal status to enter court
equally in status was the discovery in time from only having the means to use WIFI hotspots and my laptop and not be able to afford a be a daily frequenter of local news printed for all to read
and peruse or even watch the news of TV at all since before May 26 of 2010, while then living as I still do in my crippled by an accident caused by Seaside police and Starbucks Coffee Company
baristas in on the feast, that being bounded to online aggregators of news or how news itself is carried out online brought with it their own coloring of their own views which is about making
heros of immigrants only while pushing under the rug and demeaning their value too Americans already able to work in their fields but barred by companies whose own online news lineup
suspiciously breeds the idea they are using propaganda as well to cater all to slobber over every immigrant story of job opportunity provided and wealth for them only, those immigrants in their
proctored for them successes in complete abandon of the obvious in how many Americans born as American born are jobless or robbed of their wage value for wealth for them instead is to
wastefully spend that stock market windfall of the missing wages of Americans on wasteful causes not benefitting the refitting of Americans being forced to sit on the sideline without jobs or in
lessor quality jobs, or at lower wages than their value still, while corporate executives side-by-side with those from other nations plunder Americans and their nation and comic book stories are
being rewritten to make America see immigrant heros only.
August 5, 2013
Briefly said he is wasting my missing money on projects and people who are not going to ever give any value back to Americans deprived of their labor rights or their jobs by such giving away of
ideas about jobs and then the money to other countries. Taxes should be applied in reverse on spending income of Americans in reverse. While otherwise not a great deal of money if this report
is correct as stated except it is flowing out of the United States and California as this complaint is stated a homeless man in California could create his own business on that amount and live off
of it by buying a hamburger franchise which everyone would prefer to eat at and enjoy if he charged reasonably and hired Americans mainly young people who need to start out with a job
somewhere and also keep the place clean and had bathrooms that did not discriminate towards men like having only cold water or had the hot water valve handle removed to make a point too
and no mirror at all or one that obviously appeared it had been yanked out of the wall too as they are in Safeway in Gilroy, California and no paper towels whenever you are there or have a hot
air blower for drying off instead that is disabled to convey the point as they did at the Marina, California beach restrooms after they worked when installed presumably by the State of California.
This is just a record for my future reference since no one sees these comments until I republish them at my writing-slate website . Michael Nunn Stone thinking as Michael L. Urquhart 5 August
2013 - inserted at comment 4 12:58 PM PDT ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! NEWS August 3, 2013 - Writing was also inserted into Associated Press through YAHOO! FINANCE August 3, 2013 earlier
and then at about comment 711 where it was seen after I submitted my comment and then seemed to have disappeared.
August 3, 2013 When sponsorship underwrites indemnifications for job losses

(my title added in this writing scene)

Sponsorship by any U.S. company implies an assumption of risk that applies to compensation due to anyone removed from their potential to work in their own country or in any way forced to
endure hardship while any sponsored worker gains enrichment instead. See my discussions at my writing spots publicly available from within the google domain with a well referenced following
from my index Shaw Conkling Nunn Stone about the lessor known facts that any holder of any provisional status as a residence including green card holders and then approved to become U.S.
citizens too are all linked by their assignment to their sponsors's assumption of risk to any likely event they cause casualty and losses incorporating by a conveyance of assignment of risk
assumptions to any sponsors that then hire them even when they become green card holders or now provisionally granted U.S. citizens instead directing all to the fact that as residents here they
hold and can demand legal rights of their country of origin in any matter up to including capital punishment decrees which would have to be accommodating of their birth status from that other
country if that country did not tolerate as an example the death penalty. Under U.S. laws a provisionally established U.S. citizen does not have the same rights as a born as a U.S. citizen and can
be deported for suborning character and criminality or civil rights violations which could be carried out under employment conditions linking the employer to further liabilities too. Michael Nunn
Stone 3 August 2013 ---MISSING FROM THE SCENE
In The News Columns As Reported CSN HOUSTON July 31, 2013 - This writing piece was not cataloged as expected and may not be seen by all. See my stored exhibit file linked to from the
bottom of this web page to establish placement and appearance and to be referenced in any evaluation of common portal features degraded by interoperability issues.
July 31, 2013
Thousands of American men are being deprived of their interests in watching sports by being raised by women judges who assign them to their mothers after removing their fathers in very poor
judgement as a judge while in the worst case the disaster is the number of American men raised by fathers to be men who have been displaced in the work force after decades of outsourcing
and then hiring replacements for them from other countries too to even run automotive divisions as if they actually understand how American is for those truly born of American men too having
the pleasure and time to watch sports on TV as every man normally raised would be able to too. How many thousands of homeless men in the United States are the direct result of women
judging men with gigantic stakes and prayers of amen and others behind them on the take? See my writing while not viewing your favorite sports channel and note I can not even watch TV since
I am homeless in California sleeping in a Dodge Caravan SE from 1999 wrecked by police in Seaside not able to work in my field of technology at all after even accepting a penalty from Yahoo!
for a full salary for their discriminating ways to hire anyone but a man born in California like me because thousands of men and women from India and other places have my job in California in a
take out payment spree while Yahoo! has yet to respond to that penalty payout to me or the position they advertised as available to the State of California to have instead which I am about to
publicly share after sending the copy of my use of their online application process to them to see in case their employment division deletes American men from even being seen. THIS IS A TEST
of how this comment containing my signature writing is really seen by the public and where and if is correctly stored and cataloged at the bottom of my Yahoo! profile usually clicked to through
my photograph to view while also being a part of my writing slate as referenced from my Shaw Conkling Nunn Stone index. Use a good search engine to find that or see if I am still being
censored in California or another state or through specific ISP arrangements made using a program from a California based technology company that forces search results to drop out websites or
references to names placed on lists by the State of California or its agents in the counties and cities or private businesses in on the censoring ability, which I discovered in Salinas, California,
being used by an Office Max, before it became an acquisition target as a chain of stores, that forgot to configure the software to hide the notes given to users that threatens them if they look at
my sites at all. That story truth told too at my Google spots to write about how I and men in general are being abused in the United States of America while letting in thousands of foreign
workers to take their jobs. Michael Nunn Stone 31 July 2013
RELATED TO The Discipline Behind DUI Discipline Is Religiousness And Its Cries ----

MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported REUTERS through UK YAHOO! NEWS July 29, 2013 - My title added here is in my style of contrasting from my technique of my memories which causes
overlays in word interpretation.
July 29, 2013 In the US and the UK are bearings that roll away

(my title added in this writing scene)

The cause of any country decline is not always the immigration whine but how quality of life and sensibilities decline creating misery and despair if corrective case is not pursued in haste to
repair. For the U.S. and the U.K. the cause is how to fetch the correct price per head for every illegal instead from their country of origin so that the enactments thus gained can be then paid to
those who have been wastefully incriminated for correctly identifying the source of their declining fortunes and the loss of any future for their own children to fortune when facing mounting
losses in job case and further diminished quality in their birth right case even from those who are not illegal but immigrant for their own specific case. The translation into fiscal enormity is how
per capita for each who is not legally a birth case of their own rights in any resolve factoring how forefathers rule which governs each case in terms of the whole of the sovereignty case that
entitles any one to be a complete sovereignty case is the cost of the decline in every aspect of the birth holder's rights and quality of life which must be then paid out in any form that equalizes
their losses which is property for free, less taxes that bleed, jobs that are guaranteed, and even a payout of a stipend to properly level the financial strains so that as immigrants prosper in their
take no born and entitled U.K subject is any less in their own equalized prospects to survive as is their right to claim. Michael Nunn Stone 29 July 2013 ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported ABC NEWS through YAHOO! NEWS July 23, 2013
July 23, 2013
The case of how nine one one works to embolden God's work in the counties of the missionaries and the fairy god queens of California refers to my writing before about how California's state and
county parks may be the beginning when disaster is amongst us for the place where police and deputies congregate their all and brand their own children conceived with those they steal
stamping 911 above their eyes so that no one can ever forget the training inside. When we ponder how it is our fathers exist they exist to teach us to protect our own existence too by even
walking outside when danger lurks and showing us how to tackle the whole works too which might be about how to ask some questions while putting out the fire and removing the gas can and
placing it out of danger for a while and using one's eyes to scout out any other danger as they actually taught on TV during the cowboy and wild west days and perhaps asking questions of the
culprit and discerning the problem too which is about wondering how to make it go away safely without a fuss and maybe help them make their day be a easier day too by recognizing how
protests work. Every day in California a weeping deputy or police officer has caused a young person to become lost in their personal life by depriving them of their liberties and constitutional
rights to grow up and learn their own way of how to grow up in life while leaving it to the real parents to be the real parents except every day in California life between the school teachers and
the county preachers and the weeping and sobbing deputies and the crying and moaning police people no parent is really left to be a parent at all to properly adhere their children to their birth
case laws and run off the religious zealots to the place where religious zealots belong which is not in the United States at all. The course of remedy in this case is to restore the driver's license in
haste for having wasted away her life on that and how the handling by any law enforcing of obedience to a Jail God is psychologically battering to the mind causing the root cause of what is
going on. California needs intelligence and common sense and tolerance of growing up or even in experiencing marriage blowups not Mother Superiors and Courts of Sin and Discipline. Michael
Nunn Stone 23 July 2013 6:24 PM PST
RELATED TO The Discipline Behind DUI Discipline Is Religiousness And Its Cries ----

MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported YAHOO! OMG! July 13, 2013
July 13, 2013
When we consider how to consider how to fathom this interview reason we see how women judges in California are in season when Oprah is in town since the religious ideas are the same for
them as they are for her in how to rehabilitate women or men who they want to purvey as bad inside since no congregation is ever going to be relentless in praying together if God did not
identify someone to rail against to draw them all together. That is what this interview is all about while endorsing the judges in their penchant for religious training. Michael Nunn Stone 13 July
2013 9:16 AM ---MISSING FROM THE SCENE
In The News Columns As Reported MINYANVILLE June 24, 2013
June 24, 2013
When there are measures and weighs of cash measures and weight there are weighs that cache measures and weights away and when electronics flow correctly too capacitance is weighing in
correct measures that abstains measures of weights that stain and stain and weight too.
Michael Nunn Stone 24 June 2013 2:17 PM PST ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported BUSINESS INSIDER through YAHOO! FINANCE NEWS June 24, 2013
June 24, 2013
When we think about restructure we think about concrete and substance inside which is about how the ingredients make the insides concretely form to a better whole which we hope is to
recognize how the virus market was created in the IBM shadow of the personal computer making millionaires of all those who then came up with virus scares or encouraged research into new
virus scares too creating today even a program I encountered called ScanSafe and others I have not examined yet that can censor anyone in the United States even to a web page by gathering
their location and computer hardware map formations so that anyone could in theory target a person's own computer and elaborately create a realistic state of Internet use in experience
completely erroneous for the state of the world at that day as was done during the election of our last President.
Michael Nunn Stone 24 June 2013 10:53 AM PST ---SCIENCE CUES ARE NOT VIEWS
In The News Columns As Reported BUSINESS INSIDER through YAHOO! FINANCE NEWS June 21, 2013.
June 21, 2013
When you have a dreamy lining of how to create transportation of electrons shining you have a weigh compositing that creates pyres and flacks of depositing how flames are congesting and
retarding dimensional space. Note my similar discussion about the physical casing of how lithium is really not anything more than helium in theory.
Michael Nunn Stone 21 June 2013 ---MISSING FROM THE SCENE
From This Revue Now Removed YAHOO! TRAVEL RE:FIND Los Angeles Food June 15, 2013 - My writing can still be seen cataloged beneath the Shaw Conkling Nunn Comment Tab column within the
YAHOO! portal while different attempts to make the Tab column show up had unpredictable results suggesting behind the scene revisions to software that are also disrupting the user experience experienced.

June 15, 2013
When I stayed in Monrovia I slipped in a hotel bathtub because their theory of life is to find out how long it takes for hotel clients to find the mat used to prevent slipping in the bath tub which
was so slippery it could have been designed to cause slipping and thus be awarded a prize for being slippery and rewarding too in how the sudden drop wakes one up but causes severe injury
when the fall is towards the back of the head. I later found the mat and then left a handwritten note about that finally in several weeks finding myself walking in a daze in Culver City after
driving endlessly from east of Irwindale through city streets that seemed to have no direction at all. I apparently missed the chance to see all of the restaurants after that fall.
This began after reviewing briefly as "Los Angeles is a place with trees and water and tease". Michael Nunn Stone 15 June 2013 ---SCIENCE CUES ARE NOT VIEWS
In The News Columns As Reported YAHOO! TV NEWS June 13, 2013 - A miss placing of context crept into the original placement of my writing as shown below. "if" was "is". No signature and date
was added until several writing organized as comments were inserted later as it became clear no clear date record was being displayed

June 13, 2013
When babies are conceived the alteration scheme of life is about how the mother is pristine in attending to a single father mold by conveying herself within that case as mother's in potential
usually are told. In any case of sexual intrigue the most interesting is usually when a boy is born right away or less than six months or so from the wedding day and the mother's case before was a
competitive score the number of months in which inception is about her is about how the mind part is locked into potential in order to confound her so marriage in those cases may need to be
examined in terms of how the gene's are exposed in their confounding and examines usually right away or about the time puberty is on the way and finally when adulthood is reached any time
between the age of eleven for girls in onset cases and for boys anytime the father is always present at the age of eighteen.
This began for this news report event report as "There is no marriage possible unless both are the only parents possible since any baby born in cases of multiple male partners even those scorned
can remedially or congenially affect the baby's gene's medially or not".
No title exists for the father unless there is a contract formed in writing before. ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! NEWS June 3, 2013 - My technique of writing from my memories involves photographic reads while this particular
encounter with a Yahoo! News programming rejoindre twisted the context of subjects heading the image gallery for the news item. The subject photograph shown in the profile catalog was not
the subject of the news report at all making me wonder if there was a wit behind why it had been changed from my recollection of how the news item photograph was in fact presented in
sequence showing Supreme Court Justice Kennedy as the subject of my read. When the writing in a comment field is submitted the photograph in view is supposed to be captured and preserved
as the reference photograph to use and no one is supposed to be maneuvering personal sentiment about rights of anyone to elevate their cause in anyone's profile. This actual writing appears in
its original form as the first complete sentence while the full paragraph was written at the same time and not included. The full paragraph appears in the replies column only.
June 3, 2013
In the quest for DNA is the problem of how creative invention is conceived by parents and how such creative instincts and potential can be harvested to make money for others while forcing any
unique features to be freely traded under law enforcement policy's of traitors to enrich others undeservedly while onerously characterizing all and forcing each and every one to be daily or even
by the minute examined by computer analysis as rapists or criminals forever. In this case only by reference to a statement about what routine means for the U.S. Supreme Court justices
involved examine religious clause and remove yourself if you are unable to grasp how it flaws. For those who have been accused falsely of a felony to force the collection of the DNA only which
should then be viewed as a felony too for the accusers it is still best to sue for the false arrest or false charge or each false charge and for the forcing of the will under coercive case to then
force you to give up a patent of fact of your own birth case and for every time at one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) each time a computer analyzes your DNA accusing you again of being
the worst human alive.
Reposted with complete paragraph of my original writing to work around problem noted in being an originator of a comment who then responds to someone's comment to their first comment
made causing the original comment to be replaced by any last one made in the "thread" sequence in the rather nice profile collection index. Correct user expectation is that the replies made
stay beneath the original one when the originating is also entered replies too.
RELATED TO In The Beginning Workplace Violence Was Used To Assassinate My Character And Disrupt My Right To Work | My DNA Was Seized In A Fraud Later (PDF web page) ----

MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported CNBC through YAHOO! FINANCE NEWS May 29, 2013 - My technique of writing from my memories involves a profile reading of the event seen and often there
is an intermingling of changes seen too and always when the bodies and minds have different ideas of the scene and tune in this quick in theory "knee jerk" reaction to another's plan to install
women in every chief executive office in the land while it was not clear whether the current Apple CEO was in on the tear or was even aware that his own position could go to a woman whose
own ideas would alienate the population of Apple engineers and cause a technology war that would in the end deprive the American people of the best technology to own while being forced to
witness inside law enforcement policy which is to use women in the boardrooms to control the country's board rooms and wage a unseen war against any man not in their ranks and not even
aware in most cases their own case of being a man was not even to have a rank even to this person slated to be the new Apple CEO for a former U.S. president when he goes. In brief this writing
was about the minor mention of a hire of a woman who came out of the United States president administration and needed to be placed somewhere and in the minds of religious guys why
should California not be the place for all the women to come and rule over the other guys except of course they need men with guns to make those guys run and run and run while the women
look on at the fun.
May 29, 2013
The terror of life is pairing with the wrong person for the wrong objectives in life as we ponder now the entire roster of direct reports and have them all again shown with pictures too and where
or what countries they come from as well for all to examine together or alone and then wonder how many more will be left behind after the departure of the current presidential
administration. ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported Associated Press through YAHOO! OMG! May 25, 2013 - Approximately fifty years ago a small team of attorneys reasoned that no one actually understood
California law or even how it applied to basic ideas of women and children and cases where men and women worked together while never really recognizing in that together they may in fact
step on each other's tethers referring to how unions of a man and a woman regulated in any circumstances based on biology how anyone else should be regulating and regulatory in order not to
then become accused of being a harbinger of abuse by usurping the male in the marriage or in cases of children who are women seizing the father role from the father to punish and punish the
surrogate daughter.
May 28, 2013
The case in lawsuit pursuit is to properly identify the pursuers too which incorporates as a group the caller who complained or whined and cried incessantly in mock pain, the door man who let
the police in if that statement of fact is really in and now the building manager who must be fired too after personally paying for the personal injuries as well and for endangering her life as a
statement of fact of record and imposing a unconstitutional ban on her behavior that apparently allows property owners and their agents to take possession of women leasing from them and
convey them to police which is the only way it can be presumed the kidnapping actually was allowed to take place. For any issues regarding how anyone can be supposed to be cordial or in good
memory of facts in a court room appearance is the shock and trauma from the defacing of one's image, the seizing of one's privacy holding and detaining of one's person by armed men always a
shock for a woman that leaves an inability to even relate to other men. The issues of how law enforcement policy exceeds to psychological battery in a process of distortion and conversion of
the will to diminish capacity and render the subject into manageable and predictable behavior suitable for testimony designed to enable district attorneys to sob and jerk in horrific jerks in
court to render civil rights violations routinely committed by law enforcement groups into horrible events caused by those violated instead in order to besiege a judge to then incapacitate the
reasons more and completely annihilate the individual mores. Click on my picture to see related comments organized in my profile. ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported ABC NEWS through YAHOO! NEWS May 26, 2013 - My later writing in comments were signed with date to preserve my author claims if in any matter of legal
or other case my writing was separated from the context or extracted by the server side administrator features.
May 26, 2013
If those statements are true it would be a type of rape not sexual harassment if the police officer physically touched her between her legs or on any surface area of her mouth or breasts or
placed his finger in her mouth simulating he can copulate with her if he wants or cupped her breast or breasts which is the same or placed her facing away and forced her to submit by bending
over in any way. ---MISSING FROM THE SEEN WITH MORE IN THIS WRITING SCENE TO BE SEEN
In The News Columns As Reported YAHOO! Shine May 23, 2013 - My later writing in comments were signed with date to preserve my author claims if in any matter of legal or other case my
writing was separated from the context or extracted by the server side administrator features. All cases of how declining one's value by constant speaking about them in declining statements
about value are not just directed at well known figures in the performing arts or government and in my own case are preserved in my own legal record written about online of my own
experiences with character assassination. California has a religious rock throwing system indoctrinated into everyone's child through school and county policy directing all to constantly monitor
everyone's behavior for abuse which seems to lead to a tendency to want to collect together and then be organizing of forcible change which is counter productive for family nuclear
physiological response while also being a violation of one's rights to liberties and causes preserving liberties. At the time of the publishing of this slant about a celebrity locked up at the time
any public outcry in hysteria could reach riot proportions causing her further alienation and harm while not able to run for her life. The timing of the writer's publishing showed remnant group
mind affects. See my other related publishing discussions about this celebrity case in particular.
May 23, 2013
This is a glance at history in a lesson of misery in how in retrograde format you are behind the curve in how changes are coming about in the favorite sport of bashing a celebrity about which is
to cease and bring it all to a halt since her own case is really about being assassinated in her character and ruined in her long term or life time earning potential brought about by people who
keep coming up with yet another way to bash her for not being a good reborn again California Christian.
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